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Four hundred years in the future, women control the world but Khan Aurelius, ruler of the last free

men, is determined to take back the power that has been denied men for centuries. Outnumbered

by far, he knows that women need to give up their power willingly and with one of their

councilwomen as a hostage, heâ€™s certain he can influence her with his superior male intellect.

She is just a soft woman, after all. Councilwoman Pearl has sacrificed herself to save an innocent

priestess. Trapped in the Northlands, her soft voice and sugar-coated view of the world doesnâ€™t

impress Khan, who constantly challenges her by playing his mind games to corrupt her and see

things his way. Itâ€™s a battle of words and wills when the two intelligent rulers clash. Will Pearl

succeed in bringing enlightenment and democracy to the primitive Nmen or will Khan corrupt her

with his charm first?The Ruler is the second installment in Elin Peerâ€™s Men of the North series

that offers, drama, humor, and romance in a fabulous blend that will have you longing for more.

Donâ€™t miss out on a great chance to escape from reality in this riveting story â€“ get the book

today!
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Where to start? I loved the first book in the series (The Protector) and could not imagine liking

another more. I was wrong. Khan and Pearl are so close to my heart. Their relationship felt so real,

and honestly mirrored a lot of struggles I've had in my marriage to someone from another country.

Just, loving someone and searching for the middle ground. (But still being a little competitive with

one another!) Pearl has the biggest heart and is a strong, brave woman. It was awesome to see

how both she and Khan grow as people. All the secondary charters are wonderful, and it's great to

see Boulder and Christina again. I'm excited to see the next book (Archer and Kya), but I'm also

curious about Magni. Lol, these books are like addictive - you just get greedy and want it all! I first

read this as an advanced reader copy, but absolutely had to pick up an official version once it

released. Highly recommend!

I absolutely loved this book! Khan is the ultimate, the king, the alpha. He has always had to be

smarter or tougher. When Pearl comes into his life she turns his world upside down. It is such a

pleasure to see characters grow so much throughout a book. The author pulls you in the story that

you feel you are there when Pearl talks down an angry mob, or when she convinces a stingy old

man to part with some of his money to adopt a struggling town, or when she stands up to the council

and her mother so she may return to Khan. Great book, characters, story development, and overall

story. Would highly recommend!

The give and take, back and forth between Pearl and Khan is interesting. There were some twists

that will make you want to scream in a good way. I loved the fact that I learned more about both

societies and am looking forward to reading more about them. I really enjoyed the fact that previous

characters showed up helping the story line. Both Khan and Pearl are interesting people, especially

as you learn more about their backgrounds and how it helps them change as the story progresses. I

am looking forward to the rest of the series and can't wait for the next story to arrive.

Love this book and series!! Elin knows how to draw you in and keep you in her wonderful new world.

It is a beautiful mixture of a dystopian future and romance. It has intriguing characters and their

relationships keep you turning pages. There is great dialogues with the characters. The story has

me captivated. I cannot wait til the next book! These books are amazing! I think this series is a

definite must read!!! I am volintarily leaving my review after reading an advance reader copy of the

book. Oh and I have bought all of them that are available including the third one!!!



Elin Peer is such an amazing author. Her books always bring me such pleasure to read. This book

is no exception. At first I absolutely despised the ruler, but he slowly grew on me. Two such different

personalities coming together couldn't have been written as beautifully as it was by anyone else.

The characters that Elin Peer writes about are so well developed that you feel as if you know them.

That they are now a part of your life. This is another wonderful book that I fell into. I am leaving this

review because I want to and have NOT been coerced in any way.

I voluntarily received an ARC for an honest review. Awesome follow up to the first book in the Men

of the North series. I love this book! We saw a little of Kahn and Pearl in the first book, and their

story is even better than I imagined. Elin has a way of making this story not only wicked interesting,

but believable. I was completely drawn into the Northlands and I am so excited to continue reading

this series to see the rest of the amazing characters she has created. You will fall in love with this

series!!

The Ruler (Men of the North Book 2) by Elin PeerAhh...I love this book and this series! The Ruler

(Men of the North) was a great read. I loved getting to know Khan and Pearl. The story is interesting

and makes me smile, some parts are so funny I just had to laugh out loud. I love the Nmen! I'm

looking forward to another great read with Mentor (Men of the North Book 3.)I give The Ruler 5 stars

for its interesting and fun story.I would recommend this book to adults.

This is book 2 of Men of the North series. This book is about two strong characters. Each is

determined to change the way the other thinks. Khan is the ruler of the Northlands and Pearl is a

Councilwoman with Motherland. Elin writes complex characters that we care about. This book will

make you feel what the characters are you will laugh, cry & get frustrated at times. I couldn't put this

down. I can't wait for the next book!!
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